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Petition Instructions for Political Party Ballot Access 

1. In the blank for the County, write in the county you are doing your signature drive in or happen to be collecting 
signatures from. 

2. Only REGISTERED VOTERS of North Carolina within the specified county on the petition can sign that 
petition. 

3. If you are working multiple counties, use a new sheet for the different counties even if the sheet isn’t completely 
filled. 

4. Make sure ALL columns are completed by each signatory.  Information provided on the petition will not be used 
by the Party for mailing, solicitations, etc, but sent to their respective Count Board of Elections for verification and 
to the NC State Board of Elections for ballot access certification. 

5. Keep a Constitution Party of North Carolina Platform (which can be printed off of our Web Site) available for 
perusal by those asked to sign.  People have to be able to read the Party’s stands if asked.  It is also 
recommended that you have the National Platform as well, which can also be attained by visiting our Web Site. 

6. DO NOT ALLOW anyone to sign for someone else.  It is against the law. 

7. Do not fill in any information below the “BOE Use Only Line” 

8. When you have completed your signatures drive, or have filled out as much of the petition as you can do the 
following: 

1. If you can, make a copy of each petition and keep on file or send to the Constitution Party of North 
Carolina. 

2. Contact the State Party either by e-mail at ballot@constitutionpartync.com or by phone at 1-88-VOTE-
CPNC Ext. 702 (1-888-683-2762 Ext. 702) to let us know that you have submitted signatures and have kept a 
copy or sent a copy of them to us. 

ballot@constitutionpartync.com or call us at 1-88-VOTE-CPNC (1-888-683-2762) extension 708. 

For more information about the Constitution Party of North Carolina’s 2018 Petition Drive for Ballot Access you can visit the 
Ballot Access  page  of  our  online  headquarters  directly  at  www.ConstitutionPartyNC.com  e-mail  us  at 

3. Send the original petition(s) to The Constitution Party of NC 7209 J East WT Harris BLVd # 119 Charlotte NC 28227.

4. Fill out the petition form letting us know you circulated the petition and send it back with the petitions to the Party. 

     Kevin Hayes Chair


